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The Kicking The Bucket List The Feelgood
Bestseller Of 2017
Praise for Cathy Hopkins: ‘Funny and feelgood’ Good Housekeeping ‘Warm, funny and
uplifting’ Reader’s Digest
The hotly anticipated series from the bestselling Cathy Hopkins! Meet India Jane. Copper hair,
amber eyes. Known to her friends and big, chaotic family as Cinnamon Girl. Born in India,
she's lived all over the world. But all she really wants is to stop travelling and have a real home.
Just when it looks as though she'll get her wish, her father gets a job which means the family
are on the move again. India Jane is sent away to Greece to spend the summer at her aunt's
new age holiday centre. It could be paradise - but India Jane feels alone and confused. Should
she party with her rebellious cousin, Kate? Or search for inner peace with the meditation
crowd? And will mystery boy Joe help India Jane discover where her true happiness lies? The
first book in the CINNAMON GIRL series.
Praise for Cathy Hopkins: 'Warm, wise and full of heart' Lucy Diamond 'Funny and feelgood'
Good Housekeeping 'Warm, funny and uplifting' Reader's Digest
Designed to help you understand how to set and achieve clear-cut goals while also learning
how and why this process can contribute to greater contentment.
Lucy feels like everything is changing around her, and suddenly she is required to make all
sorts of decisions. Everyone else knows who they are and what they want to be except for her.
Worse still, her best friend has hooked up with the glamorous Nesta. Can three girls be best
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friends? But then the day Lucy sees the most wonderful boy crossing the street, things do start
to change - in all areas of her life... The first book in the highly successful MATES, DATES
series that's sold over 3 million copies worldwide.
Brand new from the USA Today bestselling author of The Old Girls' Network.It’s always a
good time for a road trip... When 82-year-old Lil decides to book herself, her 65-year-old
daughter, Cassie, and her friend Maggie on a bus trip across Europe, she hopes for a little
adventure to counteract the monotony of life. Along with three members of the Salterley Tennis
Club and the Jolly Weaver football team, whose ideas of a good time are rather different to
Lil’s and strikingly at odds with each other’s, the merry band of travellers set out on their great
adventure. From moving moments on the beaches of Normandy, outrageous adventures in
Amsterdam, to the beauty of Bruges and gastronomic delights of France, the holiday is just the
tonic Lil, Maggie and Cassie needed. And as the time approaches for them to head home, Lil
makes an unexpected discovery - even in her advancing years, men are like buses – there
isn’t one for ages then two come along at once. Is Lil ready to share her golden years, and
can the ladies embrace the fresh starts that the trip has given them. Or is it just too late to
change... Judy Leigh is back with her trademark promise of laughter, happiness, friendship,
and timeless lessons in how to live. Praise for Judy Leigh: ‘Brilliantly funny, emotional and
uplifting’ Miranda Dickinson 'Lovely . . . a book that assures that life is far from over at seventy'
Cathy Hopkins bestselling author of The Kicking the Bucket List 'Brimming with warmth,
humour and a love of life... a wonderful escapade’ Fiona Gibson, bestselling author of The
Woman Who Upped and Left
Rubin brings a light touch to cleaning out those dark recesses and organizing for end-of-life
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issues. You'll learn how to: tackle downsizing without being overwhelmed; evaluate what to
keep, toss, donate and recycle; creatively remove excess goods; manage your finances;
organize your funeral and create your legacy.
“Emotional, hilarious, and thought-provoking.” —People “Witty, sexy.” —Los Angeles Times #1
Cosmopolitan Best New Books of Summer PureWow Best Reads of Summer From the author
of the critically acclaimed “lively and engrossing parable for women of all generations”
(Harper’s Bazaar) The Regulars, comes a deeply funny and thoughtful tale of a young woman
who embarks on an unforgettable bucket list adventure. Twenty-five-old Lacey Whitman is
blindsided when she’s diagnosed with the BRCA1 gene mutation: the “breast cancer” gene.
Her high hereditary risk forces a decision: increased surveillance or the more radical step of a
preventative double mastectomy. Lacey doesn't want to lose her breasts. For one, she’s
juggling two career paths. Secondly, small-town Lacey’s not so in touch with her sexuality: she
doesn’t want to sacrifice her breasts before she’s had the chance to give them their hey-day.
To help her make her choice, she (and her friends) creates a “boob bucket list”: everything
she wants do with and for her boobs before a possible surgery. This kicks off a year of sensual
exploration and sexual entertainment for the quick-witted Lacey Whitman. The Bucket List
cleverly and compassionately explores Lacey’s relationship to her body and her future. Both
are things Lacey thought she could control through hard work and sacrifice. But the future, it
turns out, is more complicated than she could ever imagine. Featuring the pitch-perfect
“compulsively delicious” (Redbook) prose of The Regulars, The Bucket List is perfect for fans
of Amy Poeppel and Sophie Kinsella.

Everything Counts! is an execution strategy for inspiring excellence and driving
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exceptional results. Too many people and organizations are mired in a mediocrity
of their own making. They focus their attention and efforts on getting the big
things right, but they ignore the little things that often make a big difference. As a
result, reputations are damaged, brands diluted, and loyalty is lost by blatant
disregard for the small stuff which negatively impacts the customer experience.
For years, we've been taught not to sweat the small stuff, but in the real world of
business, Everything Counts. Everything Counts is a call to greater awareness
and with awareness comes a responsibility to raise the performance bar. It offers
a powerful operating philosophy that will steer your organization to reach higher
levels of growth, productivity, and performance. From the smallest customer
contact to the most minute details of product quality, the little things add up to a
pretty big deal. Serving as the definitive guide on organizational and personal
mastery, this book gives you a foundation for unparalleled customer service,
superior quality, and consistent performance. A proven system for organizing,
aligning, and improving all your efforts in sales, service, and performance
improvement Shows how concentrating on the small things leads to growth,
productivity, personal success, and business greatness Helps you motivate your
people and teams to achieve better results on both the personal and
organizational level Everything Counts reminds us that seemingly small things
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can make tremendous differences. The purpose of this book is to help you
internally define and take ownership of the most fundamental principle behind
achieving results beyond you expectations-a single idea with an actionable focusEverything Counts!
Growing old disgracefully and having a grand old time... Billy and Dawnie may be
in their seventies, but that won’t stop them taking chances or starting again.
Their grown-up children have families and lives of their own, so now it’s Billy and
Dawnie’s turn, and a life near the sea in Devon beckons. But the residents of
Margot Street (or Maggot Street as Dawnie insists on calling it), don’t quite know
what to make of their new neighbours. Billy’s loud, shiny and huge Harley
Davidson looks out of place next to the safe and sensible Honda Jazz next door,
and Dawnie’s never-ending range of outrageous wigs and colourful clothes,
means she’s impossible to miss. As new friendships are formed and new
adventures are shared, Billy and Dawnie start winning their neighbours’
affection. And when life teaches them all a terrible lesson, the folks of Margot
Street are determined to live every day as if it’s their last. Judy Leigh returns with
a soul-warming, rib-tickling, timeless tale of true love, true friendship and happyever-afters. Praise for Judy Leigh: ‘Brilliantly funny, emotional and uplifting’
Miranda Dickinson 'Lovely . . . a book that assures that life is far from over at
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seventy' Cathy Hopkins bestselling author of The Kicking the Bucket List
'Brimming with warmth, humour and a love of life... a wonderful escapade’ Fiona
Gibson, bestselling author of The Woman Who Upped and Left
Do you "know" that posh comes from an acronym meaning "port out, starboard
home"? That "the whole nine yards" comes from (pick one) the length of a WWII
gunner's belt; the amount of fabric needed to make a kilt; a sarcastic football
expression? That Chicago is called "The Windy City" because of the bloviating
habits of its politicians, and not the breeze off the lake? If so, you need this book.
David Wilton debunks the most persistently wrong word histories, and gives, to
the best of our actual knowledge, the real stories behind these perennially misetymologized words. In addition, he explains why these wrong stories are
created, disseminated, and persist, even after being corrected time and time
again. What makes us cling to these stories, when the truth behind these words
and phrases is available, for the most part, at any library or on the Internet?
Arranged by chapters, this book avoids a dry A-Z format. Chapters separate
misetymologies by kind, including The Perils of Political Correctness (picnics
have nothing to do with lynchings), Posh, Phat Pommies (the problems of
bacronyming--the desire to make every word into an acronym), and CANOE
(which stands for the Conspiracy to Attribute Nautical Origins to Everything).
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Word Myths corrects long-held and far-flung examples of wrong etymologies,
without taking the fun out of etymology itself. It's the best of both worlds: not only
do you learn the many wrong stories behind these words, you also learn why and
how they are created--and what the real story is.
Fed up with waiting for a boy to come her way, India-Jane takes action! India
Jane is feeling frustrated. She thought that Joe was her soulmate, but things
seem to be going nowhere with him. Perhaps what she feels for him isn't 'love'
after all - whatever that is. Gathering her friends around her, she sets out to find
the boy of her dreams by Christmas. Her exploration is pretty disastrous, but just
when she is in total dispair, two gorgeous boys surface. Looking for love turns out
to be a lot more complicated than India Jane thought. The third book in the
CINNAMON GIRL series.
It's Never too Early or Late to Start a Bucket List! This handy Bucket List Journal
Will Make it Easy! This bucket list journal lets you fill the 100 things you would
like to do before kicking the bucket. You can use it to write down your life's goals
and dreams and all the things you want to do in your life. Every numbered bucket
list item has enough space to write down a description of what you would like to
do and have on your list, as well how you plan to achieve your goal, the date you
achieved it, the story, and your thoughts and memories to jot down or draw, or
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even stick pictures. The bucket list journal is the perfect tool to live your life to the
fullest and have no regrets! This list will be full of your wildest dreams and will
become your best motivational tool! As Walt Disney puts it best: "If you can
dream it, you can achieve it!" The list of 100 things to do before dying is a great
tool to help us refocus on what makes us truly happy and to live the life we dream
of, a life without regrets, an extraordinary life! Here are some of the journal main
features: A brief description of how to make a bucket list and why it's an
important step in one's life. A practical numbered 1 to 100 bucket list index at the
beginning of the journal so you can find all the things on your list easily. A twopage bucket list journaling space for each of the 100 items on the list where you
can jot down the description, why you want to do this, dates, category of the item,
how you are going to achieve this bucket list item, the experience you lived, your
thoughts and memories, and even tick when it's done! Every page has a designer
look with a soothing image and is lined wide for easy filling with plenty of space
for journaling your thoughts and reflections A high-quality #55 paper in a light
cream color that is perfect for all types of pens or pencils including gel pens,
fountain pens, or writing markers. A glossy cover with a professional finish,
flexible paperback. The size is 6-inch wide by 9-inch in length. It makes a
thoughtful gift for family, friends, or colleagues! There is not a better moment than
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NOW to start your bucket list! What are you waiting for? Scroll back up and order
your copy today!
Plays, musicals, movies, documentaries, places to visit, books to read, and other
stagey surprises. A must-have bucket list for all thespians who are serious about
their love for the theatre!
Another warm and uplifting book from the author of The Kicking the Bucket List
‘Feelgood’ Good Housekeeping
Determined to experience the wild things "normal" teenagers do, high school
seniors Cady LaBrie and Cooper Murphy set out to check off items on their
bucket list in the 48 hours before graduation. When high school dropout Eli
Stanley joins them, they all face new questions about love and friendship.
Rubin provides the information, inspiration, and tools to plan and implement
creative, meaningful, and memorable end-of-life rituals for people and pets.
'Completely enchanting... a gentle and unexpected love story whose characters
are drawn with tenderness and touching honesty. I loved it.' RUTH HOGAN,
author of THE KEEPER OF LOST THINGS 'I enjoyed it very much, a really
charming love story' CATHY HOPKINS, author of THEKICKING THE BUCKET
LIST Marguerite has been living a comfortable but dull existence in a Parisian
suburb with her straitlaced husband. When he dies, she realises that life has
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passed her by. Marcel has been in a loving relationship with Nora for almost sixty
years. Now that he has lost her, he has lost his way. Marguerite and Marcel
come from two very different worlds - one rich, one poor. But when they both somewhat reluctantly - attend a mountain retreat called 'Secrets of Youth' their
paths cross, and a connection forms...But will they manage to overcome the
disapproval of theirfriends and families, as well as their own misgivings? 'This
gorgeous, optimistic, often very funny love story is full of the joys and despairs of
ageing, and written with a superb simplicity. It's perfect for the young-at-heart.'
DAILY MAIL
"Put this funny self-help winner on your must-read list, along with Jen Sincero's
You Are a Badass books and Mark Manson's The Subtle Art of Not Giving a
F*ck. We dare say there's a bit of Tina Fey's Bossypants in here, too." Looking
for a refreshing new take on kicking ass at life? Ruby Rey is not your mother's life
coach. She's one hilarious professional writer who has overcome her sucky
genes to become happy, rich, and (you be the judge after you read this book)
wise. If you're seeking motivation, you'll love Ruby Rey's fresh take on important
topics such as: - living the kind of amazing life you'd watch on the big screen how to change your everyday habits - what the hell it means to "choose
happiness" - not being the prettiest, sexiest girl in the room, and how that's an
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advantage - ditching those frenemies - an alternative to hard work and luck - one
weird trick for improving your mood every day Do you like lists? This book has
lists! Plus Ruby Rey's real life stories that are sometimes raw, frequently funny,
and always honest and insightful. There's something for everyone, from self-help
newbies to the more advanced, who've "been there, done that" through all the
basic stuff. What's different about this book is how it's filtered through the keen
eyes and witty mind of a professional writer who knows how to craft the
entertainment you love. Get ready to realign your mind, shake up your routine,
and get back on track. Or just kick back and enjoy a few laughs. This collection of
easy-to-follow life lessons may be a powerhouse, but it doesn't take itself too
seriously. Warning: I Don't Have a Bucket List but My F*ck-It List is a Mile Long
?contains no sugarcoating. There are, as you may have guessed, a few swear
words.
It’s never too late to have the time of your life . . . Heartwarming, hilarious and
joyful – the perfect read for anyone who loved Eleanor Oliphant is Completely
Fine, A Man Called Ove, Ruth Jones and Jojo Moyes.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The bestselling author of Everything
Happens for a Reason (And Other Lies I’ve Loved) asks, how do you move
forward with a life you didn’t choose? “Kate Bowler is the only one we can trust
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to tell us the truth.”—Glennon Doyle, author of the #1 New York Times bestseller
Untamed It’s hard to give up on the feeling that the life you really want is just out
of reach. A beach body by summer. A trip to Disneyland around the corner. A
promotion on the horizon. Everyone wants to believe that they are headed toward
good, better, best. But what happens when the life you hoped for is put on hold
indefinitely? Kate Bowler believed that life was a series of unlimited choices, until
she discovered, at age 35, that her body was wracked with cancer. In No Cure
for Being Human, she searches for a way forward as she mines the wisdom (and
absurdity) of today’s “best life now” advice industry, which insists on exhausting
positivity and on trying to convince us that we can out-eat, out-learn, and outperform our humanness. We are, she finds, as fragile as the day we were born.
With dry wit and unflinching honesty, Kate Bowler grapples with her diagnosis,
her ambition, and her faith as she tries to come to terms with her limitations in a
culture that says anything is possible. She finds that we need one another if
we’re going to tell the truth: Life is beautiful and terrible, full of hope and despair
and everything in between—and there’s no cure for being human.
Discovering Grandma Lou's mysterious "bucket list" of things that she wants to
do in her lifetime, Judy Moody is inspired to create a list of her own goals, from
learning to do a cartwheel to visiting Antarctica.
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Wish List - Bucket List - Adventure - Fun - Ideas - Achievements The perfect
bucket list journal to write down all the things you've always wanted to do but
never got around to doing. Life is short and there is only so much time to get
them done before 'kicking the bucket'! Let your imagination run free jotting down
all the wonderful adventures out there that you have yet to explore. With 100
guided entries, this journal has enough room for you to be creative and think
outside the box with your ultimate bucket list choices. A few inspirational quotes
sprinkled within to keep you motivated on reaching your goal and marking off the
achievements on your list. Write down what you want to do, what you need to get
you there, and all your treasured thoughts and memories of the event. Have a
moment of self-reflection then ask yourself, if you could do it all over again, would
you? Grab one for yourself or a few for friends to go along with the adventures
together! Kws: travel book, bucket list, the bucket list, our bucket list, my wish
lists, the bucket list 1000 adventures, bucket list bucket, list journal, wish list
books, bucket list for couples, my lists wish list, our bucket list journal, travel
bucket list, my bucket list book, bucketlist book, my book list, bucket list book, my
bucket list, the bucket list, bucket list journals, bucketlist book, bucket list book
journal, travel bucket list
Warm, wise and full of heart... I absolutely loved this book.' Lucy Diamond
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The smell of lavender at a roadside picnic, waiting for the Tour de France to race past.
The Pacific Ocean view from the 10,000-foot summit of Hawaii's Haleakala? volcanic
crater (after 5 hours of uphill riding). A fresh Fat Tire ale hitting your lips at the new
Belgium brewery in Fort Collins, Colorado. These, and a wide-ranging variety of other
experiences, all rooted to a specific location or event, comprise The Cyclist's Bucket
List. The book will definitively catalog both the iconic and little known--the accessible
and aspirational--sensory and emotional experiences that instill cyclists with a deep
passion for the sport. In this book, Ian Dille compiles and showcases the world's
quintessential cycling experiences through extensive research and interviews with
expert sources, vivid storytelling, stunning photography, and compelling design. The
format includes lengthy in-depth descriptions as well as much shorter, easy to consume
write-ups, ranging from locations such as Italy and Belgium to Nova Scotia and Texas.
The Cyclist's Bucket List will serve as an indispensible, lifelong guide for every cyclist.
Widowed schoolteacher Lainie Lovett has three passions: her two nearly-grown
children, her fourth-grade students at the Hopwell School, and the Rockettes, her
recreational soccer team. One evening after soccer practice, she’s startled to spot the
husband of one of her teammates canoodling with another woman in a local eatery.
She’s even more shocked when he turns up dead the next day. And more shocked yet
when she winds up under suspicion as an accessory to murder. But Lainie is smart and
she’s stubborn. She’ll figure out who killed her teammate’s husband—if she can stay
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out of jail, if she can stay alive, and if she can hang onto her sense of humor.
Face it, life is short and who has time to see 1000 places, read 1000 more "classics" or
see 1000 movies somebody else deems essential, and all that nonsense? Here is a list
of 101 things you should never bother with from the fiendishly clever mind of Kevin
Pryslak. The F*ck It List is a hilarious middle-finger salute to all those absurd life goals
that will ensure an anxiety-filled middle age will be followed by shame-filled golden
years. It pokes a sorely needed pin into a bloated rite of passage that's ripe for
deflation. Do you really need to firewalk or didn't Oprah and Tony Robbins take care of
that for us? Swimming with sharks is a really dumb idea, so let's leave that with the
gullible reality tv desperadoes, shall we? Kevin Pryslak has come up with a "to don't
list" that will have you laughing out loud and leave you with lots more time to do the all
the things YOU really want to do!
‘Dee MacDonald’s books are so heart-warming. They make you laugh-out-loud one
minute, and then have you crying the next… they’re really emotional and tug at the
heart strings but are fun, life-affirming reads!’ Stardust Book Reviews Tess and Orla
have been best friends throughout most of their adult lives. So when life gave them
lemons and their loved ones let them down, they pooled their resources and bought a
dressmakers shop on the corner of Penny Lane. And they’ve been doing just fine ever
since. But one day, while studying her tired eyes and shapeless figure in the mirror,
sixty-two-year-old Tess realised that she doesn’t want her life to be just fine anymore.
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She wants it to be extraordinary. For as long as she can remember she’s put everyone
else first. Now she wants to rediscover herself – and experience the kind of whirlwind
adventure that will have the power make her smile when she’s confined to the armchair
of a retirement home. With the encouragement of fun-loving and quirky Orla, Tess joins
an over-the-hill dating agency and the two friends book a singles cruise around the
Mediterranean. And that’s when their adventure of a lifetime really begins… A totally
uplifting, heart-warming, hilarious page turner about embracing the moment, learning to
love again and the joy of second chances. Perfect for fans of The Kicking the Bucket
List and The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry. What readers are saying about Dee
MacDonald: ‘OMG!… It made me howl with laughter and it made me sob my heart out…
I absolutely adored every single step… had my jaw dropping!!… one of my favourite
books of the year.’ My Chestnut Reading Tree, 5 stars ‘5 Fabulously FUN Stars… such
a delightful and fun book from first page to last!... An absolutely perfect summer read
that I would strongly recommend to all!’ Audio Killed the Bookmark, 5 stars ‘I was
laughing out loud… totally did not see the ending coming! WOWSERS! 5 stars for me!’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Made me laugh and cry and laugh again, especially at
the end. That was a little bit of genius!... beautifully written and the characters are
lovingly drawn to make them come alive. I absolutely loved the ending, that really had
me chuckling…’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘This is an adventure with a difference!...
absolutely brilliant… I felt quite emotional… very touching and extremely poignant…. A
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thought-provoking, energetic, promising, and huggable read… another delightful treat
from Dee MacDonald!’ The Writing Garnet ‘Delightful!… a wonderful summertime
story!.. the fun begins NOW!... hilarious… love this story about strong women!!’ Escape
With a Book, 5 stars ‘A fabulous and entertaining read that I didn't want to end… a heartwarming and fun filled story that every woman should read. It's an uplifting story that
makes you realise that you are never too old to go after what you want in life. Loved it.’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Made me laugh out loud one minute and then hit me
with an emotional bombshell the next… hilarious, delightfully different… warmed my
soul…’ My Chestnut Reading Tree ‘Had me laughing out loud, getting emotional and
taking the main character to heart… if I could give this book more than five stars, I
would.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
The perfect bucket list journal to write down all the things you've always wanted to do
but never got around to doing. Life is short and there is only so much time to get them
done before 'kicking the bucket'! Let your imagination run free jotting down all the
wonderful adventures out there that you have yet to explore. With 100 guided entries,
this journal has enough room for you to be creative and think outside the box with your
ultimate bucket list choices. A few inspirational quotes sprinkled within to keep you
motivated on reaching your goal and marking off the achievements on your list. Write
down what you want to do, what you need to get you there, and all your treasured
thoughts and memories of the event. Have a moment of self-reflection then ask
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yourself, if you could do it all over again, would you? Pick one up for yourself and while
you're at it why not gift one to someone in your life who is ready to take control and live
out their innermost dreams and wishes. The adventure is only beginning, if not now,
when? Also available in a couples format for you to enjoy with a loved one in your life,
search 'Chic Notes' on Amazon to see our various cover styles and selections.
A fun, whimsical fill-in-yourself book to help you create your ultimate bucket list. Have
you ever thought about what you want to do before you turn 20, 30, 40, or before you
die? Write them down in a list and there you have it – your very own bucket list! But
how do you start fulfilling those wishes, and how do you make the whole endeavour
more exciting? That's where this book comes in. This playful interactive guide gives you
500 cool, spectacular and often very simple ideas for your bucket list, always presented
in an original way. Tick things off within its pages, and add your own exciting ideas as
they come to you to create a unique document of your own hopes for the future. This is
the perfect book to boost your creativity and make all your dreams come true!
You’re never too old to live dangerously... The gloriously funny new novel from the
author of A Grand Old Time.
India Jane's under pressure from all corners It's decision time for India Jane: what
subjects she needs to take, what career paths are open to her and what boy she wants
as her boyfriend. On the one hand she feels that she's standing on the threshold of her
future, with hopes and dreams to fly with. On the other hand, the harsh realities of life
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mean that her dreams and the boys in her life never go according to plan! The fourth
book in the CINNAMON GIRL series.

The best days of your life might be still to come... When 73 year old Jen
announces that she is going to marry Eddie, a man she met just a few months
previously on a beach on Boxing Day, her four best friends from aqua aerobics
are flabbergasted. The wedding is booked and, when the groom decides to have
a stag trip to Las Vegas, the ladies arrange a hen party to beat all others -a week
in the city of love, Paris. From misadventures at the Louvre, outrageous Parisian
cabarets, to drinking champagne with a dashing millionaire at the casino, Paris
lives up to all their hopes and dreams. But a week can change everything, and
the women that come home have very different dreams from the ones who got on
the plane just days ago. Funny, fearless and with a joie de vivre that reminds you
to live every day like it’s your last. Judy Leigh has once again written the perfect
feel-good novel for all fans of Cathy Hopkins, Dawn French and Fiona Gibson
Praise for Judy Leigh’s books: ‘Brilliantly funny, emotional and uplifting’
Miranda Dickinson 'Lovely . . . a book that assures that life is far from over at
seventy' Cathy Hopkins bestselling author of The Kicking the Bucket List
'Brimming with warmth, humour and a love of life... a wonderful escapade’ Fiona
Gibson, bestselling author of The Woman Who Upped and Left What readers are
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saying about Five French Hens 'It was laugh out loud funny at times and I would
definitely recommend giving it a go.' 'highly amusing and gives her characters
depth and feeling.' 'very enjoyable novel which I have no hesitation in
recommending.' 'The story was great fun, covered each of the ladies in depth,
and was very well-written. I loved it and would highly recommend it.' 'their
transformation was absolutely awe-inspiring.' 'I enjoyed every bit of the story!'
'This book has a little bit of everything, romance, humor, and suspense' 'this book
is a delightful, poignant read - one that reminds readers that life doesn't end
when you reach a certain age - in fact, it just gets better.'
Sun, Sangria and new starts, from the author of the bestselling Five French
Hens. Molly’s seventieth birthday comes as something of a shock. The woman in
the mirror certainly looks every day of those seventy years, but inside Molly feels
she still has so much more living left to do. Widowed and living alone with her cat
Crumper, Molly fears she is slipping into a cliché of old age. When Molly’s sister
Nell appears on her doorstep, distraught that her husband of more than forty
years, Phil, has left her for a younger lover, the women decide to seize the day.
By the morning, flights are booked, bags are packed, and off they go for an
adventure in Spain. The sun, the sea, the new friends and the freedom are just
the tonic for broken hearts and flagging souls. But even Spain isn’t enough to
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revive Molly’s spirit. A solo journey to Mexico is booked as Molly continues to
chase the sun and to chase happiness. Will she find what she’s looking for in
Mexico, or will she discover that true contentment can’t be found on a map, but it
might just be found in a new flame. Judy Leigh is back, with her trademark spirit
of joie de vivre, fun, warmth and timeless lessons in how to live. Praise for Judy
Leigh: ‘Brilliantly funny, emotional and uplifting’ Miranda Dickinson 'Lovely . . . a
book that assures that life is far from over at seventy' Cathy Hopkins bestselling
author of The Kicking the Bucket List 'Brimming with warmth, humour and a love
of life... a wonderful escapade’ Fiona Gibson, bestselling author of The Woman
Who Upped and Left
The Kicking the Bucket List
The Top 10 bestseller It's never too late to change... After a health scare, 77 yearold spinster Barbara goes to convalesce in the sleepy picture-perfect English
country village of Winsley Green with her sister Pauline. The sisters are chalk
and cheese - Barbara, outspoken and aloof and Pauline, good natured and
homely – so it’s not long before the tension starts to rise. When Pauline
accidentally knocks down a vagrant called Bisto Mulligan, the ladies find
themselves with another houseguest. As he recovers, it becomes apparent that
Bisto is not who he first seemed and, as the sisters get to know the kind and
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courageous man he really is, it’s clear Bisto could change both of their lives. As
the spring turns to summer, and the English countryside comes to life, can the
three friends make the changes they need to, to embrace fresh starts, new loves,
new journeys and new horizons. Or do old habits die too hard? Funny, joyful and
with a spring in its step that reminds you to live every day like it’s your last. Judy
Leigh has once again written the perfect feel-good novel for all fans of Jennifer
Bohnet, Rebecca Raisin and Cathy Hopkins. Praise for Judy Leigh’s
books:‘Brilliantly funny, emotional and uplifting’ Miranda Dickinson 'Lovely . . . a
book that assures that life is far from over at seventy' Cathy Hopkins bestselling
author of The Kicking the Bucket List 'Brimming with warmth, humour and a love
of life... a wonderful escapade’ Fiona Gibson, bestselling author of The Woman
Who Upped and Left What readers are saying about The Old Girls’ Network:
’Loved this from cover to cover pity I can only give this 5 stars as it deserves far
more.’ ’The story’s simply wonderful, the theme of second chances will
resonate whatever your age, there’s something for everyone among the
characters, and I do defy anyone not to have a tear in their eye at the perfect
ending.’ ’With brilliant characters and hilarious antics, this is definitely a cosy
read you'll not want to miss.’ ’This is just one of those books that makes you feel
good about being alive!’ ’I thoroughly enjoyed The Old Girls’ Network. I’d
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certainly be up for reading a sequel *hint hint*’ ’A lovely read of how life doesn't
just end because your getting old.’ ’A great feel-good and fun story that made
me laugh and root for the characters.’
Mum always knows best. Meet the daughters of Iris Parker. Dee, sensitive and
big-hearted; Rose, uptight and controlled and Fleur, the reckless free spirit. At the
reading of their mother's will, the 3 estranged women are aghast to discover that
their inheritance comes with very tricky strings attached. If they are to inherit her
wealth, they must spend a series of weekends together over the course of a year
and carry out their mother's 'bucket list'. But one year doesn't seem like nearly
enough time for them to move past the decades-old layers of squabbles and
misunderstandings.
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